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SUMMARY
The distribution and status of Ph<i$cogole (A}itechlnu$) flanipes am\ Ph. (Antuchinus)

swuinxoni in South Australia ii dealt with and some differential characters of the two species

arc reviewed in series.

A new subspecies of Ph. su;aim<mi is defined in the lower south -eastern district of South
Australia and adjoining paits ot' Victoria.

Dark coloured variants of both species are produced on invasion of wet arc as of heavy
stringy-bark forest in south-west Victoria.

Both nifescent and fuliginous phases of both species form strikingly simitar s\ nchrumatic
pairs, the former being allopatric, the latter sympatric.

In 1924, Oldfield Thomas first drew attention to the remarkable convergent
resemblance in external characters, which existed between sympatric forms of

these two marsupials in northern New South Wales. The purpose of the present

note is to record a similar circumstance involving the same two species, still

occurring sympatrically in a restricted area west of Heatbmere in south-western
Victoria. This locality is distant nearly 1,000 miles along the axis of distribu-

tion from the northern site, and is near the western limit of the range of PK
•swaimoni.

The case is more complicated than the New South Wales one, since two
forms of each species are involved; the one normal and widespread, the other
variant and localized. The aberrant forms, like those dealt with by Thomas,
show a departure from a comparatively richly coloured pelage to a dull fuli-

ginous one, together with certain minor structural changes, to be noted. In
working out the identity of die two, which are most intiiguingly disguised, I

have found it necessary to review a considerable quantity of material represent-
ing both species, drawn from other areas than that which produced the variants,

in order to establish what might safely be considered as the normal range of
variation, and to clarify the differences which may be relied on as critical. Inci-

dentally, a new subspecies of Ph stcainsoni is defined in South Australia where
the species was doubtfully recorded,*5

" and the status aud distribution of both
species in that State, which has been obscure, is discussed.

The interrelation of the synchromatic pairs may be summarized thus;

A. RUFESCENT PHASES: ALLOPATRIC
Form 1. Ph, flavipcs rufo vaster Gray.
Form 2. Ph. swainsoni maritima subsp. now

B. FULIGINOUS PHASES: SYMPATRIC
Form 3. Ph. ffavipes rufogaster, Heathmerc variant,

Form 4. Ph. swainsoni marithna, Ileathmere variant

*The name was included in a list of South Australian mammals hi Hareuss "South
Australia" in 1876, but no material in suprjort of this record has been traced.
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The area of occurrence of the variant phase of both species lies in the county

of Normanby and stretches north-west from the basalt formations of the Mt.

Clay Range as a gently sloping, low-lying plain, to the limestone gorges of th; 1

Fig. 1.

Nfap of south-eastern portion of South Australia and adjoining areas of Victoria, showing

uuuil lines or distribution of Phascogde (Antcrhinus) fhtvipes r\if&ga$£m nnd Ph. (Antechinus)

swainsoiii marititnti subsp. nov.

Gleuelg River near its great western bend, about 15 miles from the South

Australian border. The average height above sea level is no more than 150
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feet*, the rainfall reaches GO inches, and much of ft is strongly subject to maritime
influences from the nearby coasts of Discovery and Portland Buys. The town of

Portland, not shown on the map ('Fig. 1), is approximately U) miles soutli of

Hoathmore.
Until recent years the greater part of the area was a dense and almost

Virgin Forest of Eucnhjfrfm capilellatu and E. ohliqua interspersed with small,

swampy heaths where Lcptuspenrmms and Melaleucas form nearly impenetrable
thickets The trees eocur in massed stands and arc often of groat size and
voimstintf entirely of prey rough-barked species, form—especially when swept
by sea lugs as they frequently are—one of the most sombre of Australian forest

landscapes.

The TCfiion is rich in relict I arms, and amongst mammals which have found
v limn here From the extirpation which has fallen upon them in contiguous

tracts, may be mentioned Votowm tridocUjlw, Petaurtis anvtratis. Phascolorctos

n'nercu.v, and i)ttstpmts inuirtrfnfus. These are still extant. Sarcophihtit hnrriti is

believed extinct here, but almost certainly persisted immediately prior to
European occupation

FonM 1

—

Phasrogale flaoipes tufogaster Gray.

Shilus and distribution,—The species occurs today in two widely separated
districts of South Australia- 1. The southern section of the Mount Lofty Range
and its outlying foothills; here the country chiefly occupied is on the lower
drier slopes in areas of more or less open park-like aspect where the dominant
tree is Enctdijpiux leucoxylon sometimes fringed with E. odorata. The most
northerly spontaneous occurrence of which I have knowledge is at Mt. Torrens.
east of Adelaide, hot 10 years ago the* animal was intentionally introduced into
the Barossa district. 20 miles north of this, and it may be expected to occur
sporadically in the north Mt Lofty Hangc. 2. The border areas of the sooth*
eastern district from the Tatiam to Kalangacloo; here, somewhat similar open
forests ol K. fcucoxulon and E, wstraUx ( = carnal'dulemis) occur, though at
lower elevations and on extensive plains without vertical relief, and extend
east, deep into Victorian territory. The interval of 150 miles between these two
forest areas is occupied by an expanse of mallee scrub which, together with the*

Kiver Murray, virtually isolates the two flaoipm populations from one another
or at least limits them to a veiy tenuous connection through a chain of widely
.separated oases of bigger timber. But in spite of this, there is little evidence
of differentiation and they are here treated as a subspeeifically homogeneous
unit, extending at least to the eastern slopes of the Grampian Range in Victona,
which yielded the most easterly of the specimens examined.

There arc no records available here, either to the west or north-east, to

suggest that Ph. flavipcs nifogastcr has been in contact in recent time, either
with Ph. fhvipes tevcogaster of Western Australia or with the populations of
the eastern States, except by this south-eastern route.

Phascocalr flntipex is a comparatively rare animal in South Australia—
much more, so than in Victoria or New South Wales — but has nevertheless a
firm hold on its ground. This is the more remarkable since its habitats lip fa
districts which have been farmed for a century or more

v and which for the
hitter half of that time, have been heavily infested by the European fny

When local circumstances are favourable it is capable of building up con-
siderable density q£ population in restricted areas, This was so, for instance,
in 1932 on the Cookwano; Creek at the southern extremity uf the ML Loftv
Bange, where it became so numerous that in a few weeks over 20 were taken
in live traps in an area of a few neres, The animal was practically unknown
on this creek before that time and the cause of its sudden increase was traced
to an equally sudden expansion of rabbit trapping, which led to the accumu-
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latiun of carcasses in dumps, and the provision of both flesh and insect larvae
on a lavish seals.

Similar increases have been noted in the vicinity of bee hives which arc
sometimes selected as nesting sites, but v. hUher tliu attraction here lies in the
insets ;tnd (heir larvae, or the honey, is uncertain: in winter it is possible that

the higher temperature of the hives may draw it thither, as C G. Goodwm
(1035) suggests m the ease of Pi'tvmvstitx h'ucopux -which has a similar habit.

Standard accounts of the animal, such as that of Thomas (1S8S), describe It

JA strictly arboreal and iuscctivoroiiN but this needs tuiicIi qualification. It is

no doubt capable of a strictly arboreal life, and is almost confined to forested
tracts, but nevertheless spends much lime on the ground and feeds very largely

there, Resides holJow limbs of standing trees, it shelters and nests in fallen

togs, rock crevices and crannies in the roofs and walls of caves. On the south-
eastern foothills of the VJt, Lofty Rang0, where the terrain is often rock strewn,
the north country practice of fencing fields with stone walls was early introduced
by F-iilcUsIi settlers, and hi these walls Pit, floviju-y Buds a secure retreat. In
the wild, it i^ known to kill and eat murids as well as insects and their laivae.

and in captivity devours beef ravenously
On reproduction, the data available is scanty; the uterine condition has not

been investigated, but mammary arlivily in females has been noted from August
till November, and in captivity wild caught examples showed marked inter-

seMiaf activity in June and July, Two females were carrying large litters of

sucklings—the one, W at a IS mm. stage (undated) and the other 9 at 7 mm.
in August. The se\ ratio in the determinable portion of the series examined is

17 9 and 24 ? .

Of ccto parasites, a .sparse infestation of a tick oixurs, but Inehips, known
from the related genus Sminthopxis of the same areas, has not been noted.

Tin* long persistence, of so primitive' a form in settled districts where it is

subject to many adverse influences— a persistence perhaps now approaehinc
equilibrium - - is a notable thing, wh^rc so many more specialized mammals
have been swept away by the changing conditions.

External, characters.—The following account i.s based upon the. examination
of a series of 33 individuals. As an excellent general description of the animal
by Professor Wood Jones (1928) is available, attention is concentrated on
character* which have been somewhat obscure or which serve to distinguish it

frnwi Ph. twaimoni,
The head is broad and deep and massive: with a short corneal muzzle. All

facial vibrissae are very stronglv developed. Enr long and conspicuous; the
pinna thin in substance and witn a somewhat peaked apex and a notched or

sinuous posterior margin.
The wattus is comparatively broad and stout; in the largest males its ap-

proximate d/mensions are; Length from base of carpal pads to apical pnds, 11

mm.; breadth across base of digits, 7 mm.*, length of 3rd elicit. 4 mm. The
claws air yellowish white in colour, much flattened from side to side and com-
paratively weak-— in wild caught males Ihey attain 35 mm., but this may be
much increased in captivity, 'flic palms are flesh coloured and conspicuously
granular.

The pads vary within wide limits as to detailed shape and relative size.

The outer metacarpal (hypolhcnar) is generally a broad inverted II. blunt at

the apex hut the remaining pads are imicU narrower, long oval or slightly piri-

form. The miter metacarpal is always much the largest, and the most frequent
size relation is. outer metacarpal > inner metacarpal > 4th iute>digital > 3rd —
2nd > 1st; hut numerous variants occur. The 4th (outer) intcrdi^ital is fre-

qucntlv broader than its fellows and otherwise modified in shope. The e.ondi

tion illustrated by Wood Jones, in which the inner metacarpal is aborted or

fused with the 1st jnterdigital (pollical), is evidently rare and is not repre-
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sc-ntfsl m the present scries where a well separated condition is invariable and
is usually emphasised by dilierenoes in shape. AD pads are striate—(he on let

molacii3|iul radially, the rest transversely.

The pe* in laigest males attains a length ol 21 o mm. and breadth 6-5 mut;
the length of 3rd digit 6 mm., its nail 3*5 mm,, and the hallux 3-5 mm. The?
plantar surface is uniformly granular and ilesh culooml like flit* maims uud all

pads arc transversrly striate. The pads are eu*u more variable than those nt
the manus. Thti inner metatarsal is invariably the largest and is usually u
shallow crescent with the concavity lateral. The outer metatarsal is also occa-
sionally crcsccntie, with its curvature opposed to that of the inner, but is more
often a long oval or club-shaped structure, with Jts gioatest width distal. Both
metatarsal pads are- commonly rotated outwards distally from the long axis of
the foot- The interdigitals are long ovals or narrow piriform, and their size
relations are diileienl from those of the manus, the 2nd and -3rd usually exceed-
ing the 1st and 4th, the latter frequently being the smallest pad and equally
subject to broadening and aberrations of shape. A frequent size sequence, is:
Inner metatarsal > outer metatarsal : 2r«\ inlerdigital = 3rd > 1st > 4th, but
iti a considerable minority the median interdigitals exceed the outer metatarsals.
Complete separation of the inner metatarsal and the 1st interdigital (ballucal)
Is normal, the fusion of the two occurring in only 11 per cent.

[
appro:.) of the

series studied.

The series is somewhat deficient in laotating females and in the quiescent
condition a count ot mammary nipples is often unsatisfactory. Of Use 5 best
examples, I possess 10 nipples' and the 5th, 9; all functional

Dinutmonw—The following figures give in turn the ran**?, appro*, mean
and percentage relation of mean to the. head and body lengthen! 14 males and
10 females, free fYmo obvious immaturity. The ear measurement is from the
inferior (ragoid notch and fs not comparable with earlier published data- Head
and body <$ 112-133 (120): v 1U2-120 (10»). Tail a 86-115 (102) -S5 per
cent: 9 80-95 (S8), Si per cent. Pes ; 18-215 (2u), 17 per cent.: $ 18-19
(IS) 16-5 per cent Far s 16-20 (18). 15 per cent: * 15-18 (17), 155 per
cent.

Two fresh killed males of medium size weighed 49 and 44 grammes respec-
tively.

PehifSe,—The chief points of interest here arc that the head and foreparts
of the dorsum arc contrasted both in texture and colour with the hinder back;
the former being usually crisp and short and a cold, grizzled iron grey, the
latter variably suffused with rufous but still grizzled with black. On the lateral
and mid ventral areas, this colour appears in undiluted form often as a rich,
almost orange tan, between liidgway'.s oehruecons orange and oehraceous tavvr»v>
and forming a broad belt separating much paler yellow bull gular turd Ineuiiud
areas. The body hairs are everywhere dark plumbeous at base. Very charac-
teristic, arc the supra and infra orbital crescents of light buff, strongly con-
trasted with other facial areas, arid the tufts of undiluted buff hair at the Ime
of the car backs, which an- tan or hnlf in contrast to the grey head. The dorsum
of inarms and pes are bull or rich tan, never grizzled with a darker clement
The tail (unless i/ bo in aged or bleached pelage) is decidedly bicolour—
gn/z!ed black and buff dnrsally. daikening rapidly to pure black for tile apical
third and buff or tan below: the caudal hairing is dense and relatively coarse
hiding the epidermal scales on the dorsum at least, and often forming an inci-
pient brush terminally,

*

The skull «»,1 dentition (VI 1, figs. c
r
I g h).-Tho skull characters and

dentition while in general agreement, show some minor deviations from the
account of Thomas Ufim\ which was founded on a composite of 2 races Ls
now considered), However, variation in South Australia is considerable ev-n
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across quite insignificant ideographical intervals, and no allrnvpl will he made
here at a racial definition of mfpiaster under these he-ads,

Ai species level, the main points of differential value, which urc confirmed

in the present scries, are as follows. The skull is stoutly built bioad /ygomatic-

ally iniil with a short conical rostrum, The interorbital region is broad, but iis

margins appreciably nrenato. The anterior palatal loiamina are narrow and

^reseenlic, short but variably so, extending usually to the posterior Intse of the

canine but sometimes to the middle of P 1
. Posterior palatal bridge more than

hall the width of the vaeoilies. Coronoid process tall and narrow. Bullae re-

latively buge.

In the dentition I
1

js strongly differentiated from l-~\ with at least twice

the bulk and vertical projection; distinctly proodont and separated from F by

iin evident gap; I? > T
:l > I

4
, the inequality slight but appreciable, especially in

section as seen from the palate (uot suhequal as per Thomas), I" > J*
1 > V\

hut Uie proportion variable; P and F ;: .sometimes subeqnal: H' always much
larger, sometimes 2 to 3 times the bulk of P 1

. In the anteroposterior leoglh ni

the buccal wall, M 1 > or - M- > M :: > M 4 tn the lower incisors li > Xe > h>

but T, and 1- mav be suboqual and T L sometimes much longer lhan either. In

ihe lower premolars Fs > Pi > V\ and in antero-posterior length M :J >. or —
XL > M+ > M,.

The following dimensions are derived from 9 adnlt skulls, 5 5 ,4 t? .
Basal

IcrMh i 27-3-29-Q (2S-2); ? 26-1-27-6 (26-8), Greatest bieadlh $ UHfc
200(17-9); 9 160-17-3 (Uvfi). Nasals length § 10-4-1 1 5 i 10-9): V 10 U

10 5 (10;3). Nasals greatest breadth ,s
3-4-5-0 (4-3); 7 3-2-4-G (3-U).

Intertemporal breadth £ 6-3-G-7 (6-6); 9 6-3-6-6 (6-5). Talate length ,;

15-7-17-4 (16-3); i' 15-3-15-8 (15*6). Palate breadth ouLside M :i

J 10 0-

11-2 (10-5)- V 9*5-10-3 (9-9). Anterior palatal foramina a 20-3*1 (2«R);

3 2*5-2-8 (2-0). Ms 1 — $ 6-0-6-4 (6-1); ? 5-8-6-0 (5*9).

Tale (1947a) implies that the molar rows diminish in a metrical eliue

from North Queensland coastwise to Western Australia, but (his seems to be an

oversimplification, as the tuf&gatfer figures are frequently higher than I hose re-

corded tor New South Wales.

Form 3.

—

The Jh'othinere isariant o[ Ph flavqw-s rufogaslcr

Differing from Ph.
f.

rufogasler (supra), of which it is obviously a deriva-

tive, chiefly in the almost complete suppression of rufous and fulvous tooes m
the pelage' This is rather Inose and lax and the autero-poslerior dill;jrenfiatinn

both oi texture and colour, is largely lost. Central dorsal colour a dull scarcely

grizzled brown, about ttidgway'* mummy brown; vent rally a paler RK>y brown

on gular. sternal mid inguinal areas but on the mid-belly belted across by a bruail

area ol dorsal colour the zoning exactly as in nift>tfti<<lcr. Kar backs drab,

scarcely contrasted widi the head and no contrasting outer basal tufl.s and the

orbital' crescents obscure, Ylarms and pes pale drab. Tail dull huffy at bus**

dors<illy
;

Hie rest drab, ticked with black and darkening hut slightly towards

the. apex; drub below, the bicolour character much reduced,

In (he pes the inner metatarsal and hallucul pads are lusrd. Morpholo-

gically there is complete identity in cranial and dental characters with f$ifp*mfet,

but metrically the two examined give values abo\e Ihe means for the inter-

temporal brradth and width of ascending process, and below the mean lor the

bulla and molar rows. These dilTercnccs while probably of no systematic signi-

ficance, serve to heighten the convergent similarity to m-uinsoiti ol the same

district.

This form is obviously a southern analogue of Pit, flatipcs tulusfn Thomas
(1923) bom North Qiicwwsland ant! of Ph. flaoipcx tmicolor Gould (1854) of

noHhrnt New South Wales in which the darkeuing and equalizing ol the colour
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scheme have been carried a stage further. Lc Soucf and Burrell (1936) record

a .tirmlar variant from eastern New South Wales,

PJii swainsoni mcaimoni Wateihousc

In testing the character; of this species I have relied mainly on a series of
1(> from Cradle Valley, Tasmania, at an altitude of 3,000 feet in a suhalpinc
Lljmate. How far this material may be taken as typical of the species in the

island aj a whole is uncertain, for while there is general agreement witli Thomas*
account (1SS8), the skull from the Tasman Peninsula measured by him Indi-

cates a much forger animal than occurs in this collection. My own sojourn in

Cradle Valley was limited to midsummer, when the species was locally scarce,

but in winter when much of the valley is snow-bound, it concentrates in sheltered
spots and may invade camps and even homesteads. I am much indebted to the

lale Custav Wetridnrfer. a well-known naturalist long; resident on this interesting

Site for the scries reviewed, part of it being taken actually within his chalet
ol Waldheim.

Approximately half the series is subadult and the sex ratio is i'3 5 and 3 9;
it yicJas no data on the incidence of reproduction.

External, diameters (the comparison throughout; is with Pk. flavifyes rxijo-

goster).—The head is shallow and narrow and somewhat shrew-like, with a
long, narrow muzzle. The ear short and broad: the structural features of the
conch similar but with the posterior margin of the pinna more rounded and less

sinuous. The ear projects less from the head—a characteristic which lends to

lie obscured liy the conventional measurement taken from the inferior tragoid
notch. The vibrissas are as long, but wreaker.

In the nutntts, which yields similar measurements, the most conspicuous
difference is in the claws., which are generally both longer and stronger (reach-
ing 4-5 mm. in large males) and less flattened in section. The latter is die
better" distinction, the size difference being less constant than is believed, rttfo

gaster showing some adaptive variation in this leature. The palm is dusky
pink, the colour variable, but always darker; it is variably granulated, usually
more sparsely than shown in Fig. 1 : and the individual granules are often
darker than the interstices. The outer metacarpal pad is variable, but often
assumes au inverted heart shape, more acute at the apex than in fiavipes and
wilh the inner margin shorter or incomplete towards the base. A more marked
distinction is provided by the complete fusion of the inner metacarpal wrth the
1st intcrdigital in 95 per cent, of cases; the Interdigirals tend to be shorter and
toimder than in flu vi {>{•*,

The dimensions of the pes are not significantly different from those of nr/o-
gefsten in plantar aspect, however, the foot tapers more rapidly to the heel giving
a lalsc imprcssiou of greater breadth and having a more marked expansion on
the outer margin, opposite the outer metatarsal pad; pigmentation and granules
as in the mamrs. The tuot pads are similar but are equally variable. The outer
metatarsal, however, is considerably larger, sometimes equalling (he tuner (which
is rarely so in rufogaxter) and always exceeds the interdigitafs; the inner meta-
tarsal and 4th interdigitrtl arc shorter. The must frequent sup. sequence is:
Inner metatarsal > outer metatarsal > 2nd interdigital > 1st > 3rd > 4th.

The- condition of the hallucal pad is a matter of special interest, as its more
or Ifs$ complete fusion with the inner metatarsal has been claimed as a specific
character of xtcnlnsoni cUstinguishing it from flavlpa In the series examined,
however, only 4 (25 per cent.) show complete fusion and in these the junction
of the original elements is always made obvious hy a constriction at the site.

In the remaining To per cent, the majority show separation as complete as in
fhtvipes rufogaster, a low level gap of at least 1 mm. occurring between the
two. Somewhat unexpectedly tic fused condition proves to be 3 times as
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frequent in subadults as in adults. The conjoined structure usually assumes the

f'unn (& an open sigmoid curve, but may be almost straight as in Fig. 2,

Dimensions,—The following figures give in turn the range approximate
mean and percentage relation of the mean to head and body length of 7 males
audi female, all adult Head and body / 110-J35 (118) .* ? ('103). *lail ;

<J7-1 10 (101), 86 per cent: ? (80), S3 per cent. JM 3 20-31 (20 6), 17*5 per
cent; £ MM. 17*5 per cent. Ear ,' fi-E (13-5), 13 per cent; (14), 13' fi

per cent., and similarlv in 6 males and 1 female subadult: head atul body $
ofvlOO

(

L>2): v (1)8).' Tail 3 82-90 (87), V>5 per cent; o (SO). 82 per cent
Pes is 20 (19) .20*7 per cent: 2 ( 18) . 18-3 per cent Ear • 14-16 (14-5),
l.VN per cent, % { 14 ), 15 -3 per cent.

As compared with flavi})cs rufogast<'r the chief dilfcrence is in the car

which (as measured from the lower tragoid notch) is about 11 per cent shorter

in swaiwiml. The figures lor the subadults are of interest as stressing the reja-

HveJy greater development of appendages, eat, loot and tail all being, relatively

longer than in udulls; the lag in the values for the female in this group is due
to greater maturity.

In pelage. Ph. xivaittwni swaimoni differs very markedly horn flavrpes rufo-

gastcr. TJ*e e&tf is soft and dense; dor.sally there is little or no anteroposterior

differentiation either in texture or colour, the latter being much darker, browner
and less grizzled, near Ridgvvavs Vandyke brown but with glints of bronze

The ventrum is uniform greyisfi white with scarcely a Kngc of buff and not

much contrasted with the basal ?one erf slate. Orbital crescents absent, Ears
concolorous with head, Manns nnd pes and tail are very dark brown, the latter

only slightly darker at the apex and with little dorso-ventral contrast, and with

thinner and shorter hairing.

The skull and dentition.—The skull is slenderly built narrower zygomatrcally

uial wtlh a long, weak rostrum—contrasted with the robust flavipes condition.

The nasals and palate are longer and the anterior palatal foramina are nearly

parallel-sided slits reaching tn the back of the median premolar. The posterior

palatal vacuities are also very long ami narrow, reducing the width of the pos-

terior palatal bar to less than half then length. The hamular processes of the

pterygoids are remarkably long and attenuated and recurved and the bullae are

smaller. The interorbital region is broader, with smooth, parallel sides. Tfafc

mandibl- is slighter with a longer symphysis and a wider and shorter coronoid

process.

The teeth throughout are slighter and narrower with higher and more
distivtc cusps P is less s rtfceJailzcq wM in fhaipes; its length only twice f

2 and

not strongly proodont and scarcely separated from Is , The upper incisors flat-

tened Itbloduigually and subcqual. The canines' arc both slighter and shorter,

less vertical and with a more distinct posterior euspule. and the lower tooth

has a longer heel. The upper premolars are more widely spaced and the lower

4th premolar less reduced, leading to T3 > P, > Pi instead of P* > Pi > P
t
- The

molar rows arc shorter than in fhrtipes rufogastcv, but overlapping the range

p| the Heathmere variants of that form.

Tin- rouge of dimensions in twu adult male skulls are as lollows; Basal

lrn-rth 20 7-29 -8; rarest breadth 16 -1-18*7* nasals length 12 6-12 8; nasals

great- st l.readMi tot 7, intertemporal breadth 7-9-8-2: palate length 17*7-

17*8 palate breadth ontside W- 8*6-8-7; anterior palatal foramina 6*5-6-9;

Ms'- 3 5*4-5-5.

Form 2.—Fhascogale (Antechinus) swainsnni roarilima stibsp. nov.
pis. 1 unci 2.

A terminal race at sea level in lower South Australia from the south-west

extremity of the range! of the species, Separated from Ph. awairtsoni vtitnetes

Thomas (1924) (a highland race at 5,000 feet in northern New South Wales)
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by a population or Ph. xuainsoni 'yivainsotti in south-eastern Victoria* ui unknown
extent, and (Uttering bom tiie latter (normally) m a richly rufescent dorsally

bipatfite colouration and in minor cranial changes towards flavtpes- but pro-

ducing also a dark pelage; variant in the Heathmere district of Victoria, Dis-

tinguished from mimetes Thomas in its smaller size, shorter appendages, broader
skull, arid in the dominant phase, by a much richer eolonralion.

Plastic characters, generally as in the Tasinanian scries reviewed (supra
J
but

in the manus tlie fusion of the inner metacarpal and 1st: mterdigital pad is in-

variable and in the pes, the similar merging of the inuer metatarsal and hallueat

pad, occUl*5 will* more than twice die frequency (55 per cent.). The mammary
nipples <ire 8 m number in the 2 examples where a count is possible and they
are arranged as in fUivipes; in this material they are not smaller than in the
1a#ter species, as found by Tate (1947b).

The range in dimensions, approx mean and percentage relation to the head
and body length in 4 males and 4 females (all adult) ip: Head and bodv 6 118-

135(127); ? 107-117 (ill); tail t ^2-107 (100), 78 per cent: fi 72-83(78),
70 per cent; pes t 20-21 (20-5), 16 per cent.: e 17-18 (17-5). 16 per cent.;

ear <.- 1445 (11), U per cent.: g 14-15 (14), 13 per cent
So far as the limited sample permits of conclusions, it would appear that

the general body size is as grea< tir slightly greater than in the Cradle Valley
animal, and that tail, pes and ear arc relatively 5lightly shorter; die female is

shorter failed than tlie male.

The skull is morphologically as in the Tasrmnian race, but with a tendency
towards laterality leading to metrical convergence in the direction of flitoipev;

the zygomatic and p.datal breadth arc increased; the length of rostrum, palate,

and anterior palatal fnmmiua, reduced, and the molar rows are longer and the
individual molars slightly heavier.

Dimensions of 3 adult i skulls are: Basal length 29 -3-30-3 (29 8); greatest

breadth 17 -2-18 -0 fl7-5): nasals length 12-2-I2-3 (12*2); nasals greatest
breadth 4-6-50 (4-8); intertemporal breadth 7-7-8-0 (79), palate length
16-8-17 *5 (17*1), palate breadth outside M* 8 8-9*8 (9*3); anterior palatal

foramina 3-0-5*5 (4*4): Ms 1 -* 5*5-3-9 (5*7),

Pdage.—Texture moderate, less soft than in the Tasmanian animal, main
pile about 10 mm mid clorsally with contour hairs tu 14 mm. General dorsal
colour scarcely definahly different from that of Ph flavipes mfogaster; the head,
nape and shoulders a cold, grizzled grey increasingly suffused posteriorly with
rufous which may become very rich over the rump; sometimes deeper and
mnre cupreous than in ntfugnster. but often identical and similarly overlain
with black contour hairs; markedly distinct from the brown tones of the typical
race*. Veutrum a uniform greyish white, but variably and sometimes, strongly
washed with yellow nr buff and deep plumbeous for the basal 2/3. The lower
lateral margins enriched with the dorsal rufous undiluted with black, but not
crossing the mid-belly to give the belted pattern of rufogaster. The ear backs,
lower course of fore and hind limb, and dorsum of manus and pes are uniform
drab. Of drab slightly ticked with dull grey or dull buff. The tail with short,
fine hairs and unlufted as in the typical race, but drab lightly grizzled with
black above and scarcely bicolour dorsoventTally except at the apex where it

may darken to bistre, or near black. liuiT orbital crescents are conspicuously
developed.

This phase occurs with essential uniformity in a narrow subcoastal 7one
extending from Robe in the south-eastern district uf South Australia, south and
east to Portland in Victoria, whence its eastern extension is not ascertained.
'Jbe habitat is largely one of consolidated dunes, interspersed with swamps and
liesh water lakes of considerable extent. It is for the most part well vegetated
with low-^mwing species, but is often treeless and in marked ecological eun-
frost to ihe forest habitats of flaiipes.



Type.—M49S5 of the South Australian Museum, from Port MacDonnell,
south-east district of South Australia; collected by G. II. Tilley. Adult male in

alcohol with skull extracted; II examples examined including field skins of the

variants (infra) which aie in my own collection.

Form 4.

—

The lleaihmcre Variant of Ph. sxiahisom trumtum.

In South Australia marttinui, as at present known, is virtually isolated from
the flatipen rufogaster population of the Tatiara and Kalangadoo districts, but

in Victoria a dark variant occurs sympatrically with that of flavipes in the same-

E. obliqua forests, west of Hcathmere.
This is identical in all respects with the rufescent phase except in pelage

colour, from which the rufous and fulvous elements axe removed and replaced

by drab and dull brown, exactly as in the flavipes variant; it may bet regarded

as a southern analogue of Ph. ft mimetes Thomas.

The resemblance of the two phases of the two species to one another is

often extremely close, and it is possible to select syudrrouiatie pairs of both

colours from the four groups, which are so similar that they cannot be identi-

fied by an appeal to pelage characters alnne. The situation is given added
piquancy by the secondary convergence in cranial characters which although

slight adds a further element of confusion to any attempt at casual sorting.

The?** is, rjf course, an ample residue of characters, especially in the dentition,

which uives critical distinction as shown above, and in externals the forms of

sHviinsoni can usually be recognised by the shorter ear* and longer eiaws of the

mam is.

While the material examined of the normal or rufoseent phases of the two
species has been adequate for the purpose in hancL that relating to the fuliginous

forms from the Heathmere district is scanty and limited to five specimens, two
L*f P/*. ftiicipcs and three of Ph. stvainsonL so that conclusions drawn from them
Sire to some degree tentative. Nevertheless, the value of the evidence which
they yield is much enhanced by the geographical abruptness of Iheir appear-

ance, by the absence of intergrades amongst them., and by the fact that two
distinct species produce the same evidence in the same area,

The proper taxonomic treatment of such variants is a problem for the

solution of which the available data is in general quite inadequate. Although

it has long been known that similar modifications are produced by flavipes and
fewaimoni both in eastern Australia and in Tasmania, the extent to which these

forms are geographically limited is obscure and in some eases it is not possible

even to decide which is the normal phase, and which the variant. The carrier

reeerded instances, notably those of Higgins arid Petterd (1S82-1%3) in Tas-

mania were relegated, somewhat summarily perhaps, to the synunomy of the

first described form, but later examples were treated as subspecies or even full

species. It is possible that here chromatic dimorphism is involved, of a type

er.rnmnn in Australian mammals, in which the .same contrasting colour phases

are produced at widely separated intervals in the range of the species and with-

out obvious relation to local conditions.

In ihe present ctiw die main facts are clear and point to quite different influ-

ences. Two homogeneous populations of distinct species, occupying well sepa-

rated ranges, jointly invade a restricted area where the conditions are novel to

both, and undergo there a strictly parallel modification of pelage. The super-

ficial nature of the adaptive change suggests that e simple, possibly biochemical,

factor £s directly actuated by the change in external conditions.

How far these dark variants so produced may be regarded as genetically

fivi.d itml susceptible of treatment as subspecies, is more likely to be solved in
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the laboratory than by field work. But from analogy it would seem almost
certain that similar "pockets" of them, induced by similar microclimates are (or
were) scattered over the very large areas of eastern Australia where the species
occur. The dilemma seems to lead either to the recognition of a geographically
unfixed 'physiological race"—a conception still dubiously regarded in many
quarters—or to the possible naming of a patchwork of isolated micro-subspecies,
scarcely distinguishable except by the sites they occupy.

As much of theoretical interest may be obscured by the lavish use of
subspecific names, it seems preferable at present to leave the fuliginous phases
innominate and accept the unorthodoxy of the first expedient.

In conclusion, I wish to express my great obligation to Messrs. H. H. Finck
of Heathmere and E. Peterson of Gorae, friends of long standing, whose frequent
hospitality has enabled me to keep the local mammals under observation for
many years.
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